Challenge Model 2020
Supporting adults with mental ill health to sustainable
recovery, focusing on each persons aspirations and
strengths.

‘It’s worth a million times more than the
funders can pay - it’s just ace.’

Independent Evaluation Report
May 2018
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‘Arc is very important to my life. I think this
is going to turn my life round in the right
direction for me’
Post programme participant - supported volunteer

‘Emily1 said ... why don’t you write a book for
children with autism. So I thought why don’t
I? It’s a story book, it’s free on kindle so lots
of people can read it - I want more people to
understand autism’
Post programme participant - supported volunteer

‘You can absorb yourself in the art or you
can talk to them [Arc team] if you need to.’
Participant

llThe Challenge Model 2020 was developed and is delivered by
Arc, Arts for Recovery in the Community, an established specialist
arts and health charity based in Stockport, Greater Manchester.
The project has 5 year funding from the BIG Lottery Reaching
Communities, June 2015 to 2020.
llThe Challenge Model 2020 builds on Arc’s previous work,
supporting adults recovery from chronic mental ill health, but
significantly, it makes a step change ensuring that participants are
encouraged away from dependency towards independence and
self determination.

Arc’s well considered design of the Challenge Model
2020 ensures it successfully takes participants
through a transitional programme, including
supported onward routes.
llTo deliver the Model Arc has brought together a skilled and
experienced team, strategically uses its established networks and
partnerships and makes use of Arc’s own environmental resources
and wider offer to provide additional opportunities for participants.
llHuman resources are targeted effectively ensuring that
participants are best supported on their journey through the
Model. This is both on a macro level, where we see high ratios of
professional staff time at the entry point of the programme, (when
participants are usually at their most vulnerable), and at a micro
level with bespoke packages of extra support for those in crisis or
at risk of relapse.
llArc’s Challenge Model 2020 has been running for 3 years. The
reality of today is not what was envisioned when the bid was
developed. Three areas have created significant challenges for
the delivery of the Model. Arc’s has responded positively to each,
accepting the challenge, and developing positive and innovative
changes.
llThe work is highly valued by referrers who have witnessed the
changes it can bring about.

It is very clear from talking with participants and
by observing groups at different points on their
journey through the Challenge Model 2020 that it
is having a significant positive effect, for many it is
transformative.

Key ingredients identified by Participants
include:
llPersonalised support, seeing the potential not the illness is
at the core of the Arc’s Challenge Model, (focusing on each

119 people regularly

attended Challenge
Outreach sessions.

80% felt less isolated.
51 people were

involved in the Centre
programme during the
year.

91% reported

improved wellbeing
‘Healthier environment as there is
less a culture of dependency.’
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Summary

Internal stakeholder

‘I don’t mind people knowing
my story because it just
shows what things people
have to go through, and how
a place like this is good and
helpful.’
Participant

‘Here they treat me like I’m
OK, I’m valued. I’m working on
valuing myself, that I have got
a right to be who I am, to be
around. You know it’s so easy
out there to think what’s the
point, whereas here they give
you that confidence, give me
that feeling that I am worth
something.’
Post programme participant attending additional
creative wellbeing sessions
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‘It’s amazing to see what
we’ve produced here in the
exhibition and seeing every
bodies work - it brings back
such great memories.’
Participant Targeted Outreach

persons aspirations and strengths not needs or dependency).This
underpins participants ability to look to and make plans for their
future, to support them to become proud of their abilities and
achievements.
llThe importance to participants of accessible professional support
was very high. Survey respondents gave it’s importance as 93/100
the case studies further demonstrate this.
llPost programme volunteering was of huge importance, for some it
is seen as a safe stepping stone to a new life.

People need it for their selfesteem, because when they
find they can do something,
and they enjoy it, and at the
end they are pleased with it,
it’s good for them.
Post programme participant
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Overall the Challenge Model 2020 is working very
well. Adaptations over the 3 years, combined with
clever use of resources, including Arc’s wider offer
and partner links, provide the potential for even more
success in future years.
llArc should consider how the suggestions and recommendations
identified by this report can be best developed and implemented
to help to deliver on this potential.

‘It’s brought her back to us. It’s massive.’
Parent of participant

Evaluation – Arc Challenge Model 2020

Introduction
The Challenge Model 2020 was developed and is delivered by Arc,
Arts for Recovery in the Community, an established specialist arts and
health charity based in Stockport, Greater Manchester. The project
has 5 year funding from the BIG Lottery Reaching Communities, June
2015 to 2020.
The Challenge Model 2020 was designed to support adults affected
by mental ill health to increased wellbeing, reduced isolation,
improved emotional resilience and enhanced life skills. Additionally
the structure of the Model discourages beneficiary dependence,
actively encouraging and supporting participants towards positive
self-determination and, where appropriate, sustainable economic
independence.
As implied by the name the Model ‘challenges’ participants
throughout the programme. By encouraging them to step beyond
their comfort zones participants can see what they are capable of,
what they can achieve, building confidence and raising aspirations.
Participants generally access the Model via ‘Outreach Programmes’
of small groups which feed into 6 month long ‘Challenge Centre
Programmes’. During the year 119 people benefitted from the
Outreach Programme and 51 the Centre Programmes.

This is the report of an evaluation which took
place at the end of year 3, during the 5 months
to May ‘18. The timing of the evaluation is to
ensure that the findings can influence the
remaining years of the project.
This evaluation report aims:
llTo evaluate the efficacy of the Challenge
Model.
llTo evaluate the impact, focussing on how
interventions have made a difference to
participants.
llAscertain which are the key ingredients
that support change so that they can be
further capitalised on.
llDraw key conclusions and offer
recommendations to inform the future
development of the Model.
The methodology was primarily qualitative
with the focus on meeting and interviewing
participants and observing their journey
through the programmes and beyond. For
more details on the methodology see page 28.
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INPUTS - what makes it work
‘Arc is a creative arts organisation
specialising in mental health,
wellbeing and community
development. We believe in the
power of creativity to transform
people’s perspectives and
aspirations. We work across the
spectrum of mental health and
wellbeing, supporting individuals
and communities on a journey
towards greater resilience and
independence.’
Arc 2016

Experience and Expertise
Arc’s well considered design of the Challenge Model 2020 ensures
it successfully takes participants through a transitional programme,
including supported onward routes. Established in 1995, Arc are
an experienced and highly regarded provider of support to people
suffering from mental ill health in the borough of Stockport.
The Challenge Model 2020 builds on Arc’s previous work, supporting
adults recovery from chronic mental ill health, but significantly, it
makes a step change ensuring that participants are encouraged away
from dependency towards independence and self determination.
To deliver the Model Arc has brought together a skilled and
experienced team, strategically uses its established networks and
partnerships and makes use of Arc’s own environmental resources
and wider offer to provide additional opportunities for participants.

‘Please, please give them money, because they are saving lives.’
Parent of participant
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Delivering the Model - the people;
llskilled and experienced workers, (inc social worker, professional
artists with qualifications /experience in the field of mental health),
llskilled and experienced volunteers,
llsocial work students,
llless experienced volunteers, often recent ex-participants, and
lla volunteer support worker.
These human resources are targeted effectively ensuring that
participants are best supported on their journey through the Model.
This is both on a macro level, where we see high ratios of professional
staff time at the entry point of the programme, (when participants are
usually at their most vulnerable), and at a micro level with bespoke
packages of extra support for those in crisis or at risk of relapse.

Delivering the Model - the spaces;
To make accessing the Challenge Model as easy as possible, Arc sets
the first stage in ‘Outreach’ locations, particularly the more deprived
areas of Stockport. Arc is supported to do this by established historic
working and by partners providing supported safe spaces. Arc’s own
space, Arc Centre, is recently refurbished and offers participants a
spacious creative environment with access to a range of facilities
including a pottery studio and apple mac computer suite. Integral to
Arc Centre is a friendly public gallery and cafe space.

Delivering the Model - additional
opportunities;
Arc’s wider offer and its creative Centre & Gallery supports the Model
in direct and indirect ways with;
lla wide range of supported volunteering opportunities.
lladditional wellbeing creative groups.
llgallery space, used to exhibit and celebrate participants work.
llaccess to Arc’s public creative programme.
llinspiration from the work of professional artists.
llinspiration from earlier participants who have gone on to become
volunteers and/or creative producers.
llopportunities to interact with wider groups of people at public
events in a safe and familiar space.
Arc’s knowledge of the region and partnerships additionally means
the ability to signpost appropriately to areas of interest and specialist
support and to introduce participants to more opportunities.

‘Brought a little bit of passion
back . . . I’ve found this really
interesting place, with really
interesting people and really
interesting things.’
Post programme participant

‘Arc . . . provides wide-ranging
opportunities for people to grow
and develop. Integral to this is our
insistence on reaching out to and
attracting people from diverse
sections of society for the benefit
of all. This inclusive approach
reduces stigma and creates
opportunities that would otherwise
be unavailable.’
Our 2016-17 Impact Report, Harnessing creativity to
improve lives, Arc 2017
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Challenge Model 2020 - the journey
There are 3 main
supported stages to
the journey through the
Challenge Model:llOutreach

programmes,

llChallenge
llPost

Centre programmes,

Programme Offer.

‘We realised that we must radically
evolve to provide even more
bespoke support for participants,
focussing on each persons
aspirations and strengths - not
needs or dependency’
Arc 2015

Here can help me get better.
Outreach participant

‘It’s given me a reason to get
up and meet people.’
Outreach participant

‘Really crazy things were
happening, all the kerfuffle,
it wasn’t any involvement of
mine, overdoses, paramedics
being called . . . it was quite
serious the stuff that was
going on.’
Former participant describing how she was aware
that others in the group were in crisis, but that the
rest of the group were protected from it as much as
possible
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Outline of Outreach Programme
This is the entry point onto the Challenge Model. It is a therapeutic
programme that uses creative workshops to engage participants and
support them to improved mental health, increased wellbeing with
reduced isolation being a key target. Each programme offers regular
2 hour weekly sessions over 2-3 months. During the first 4 weeks
participants are encouraged to try a range of different techniques with
a strong emphasis on the creative process rather than the individuals
skill. The remaining sessions are dedicated to creating work for an
exhibition which marks the completion of the Outreach programme.
The exhibition is usually held at the Arc Centre and participants are
encouraged to visit to prepare and hang the work and, of course,
for the exhibition itself. To encourage large numbers and a diversity
of visitors, they are scheduled to coincide with Arc’s popular family
oriented Saturday Art Clubs.

Strategic Support
New participants onto the Outreach programme are frequently very
vulnerable with complex needs. Groups are deliberately kept small,
with a high ratio of support (7-8 participants : 3 workers). Sessions are
led by professional artists, experienced in the field of mental health,
supported by a volunteer facilitator. Each session has a social work
student attending who is aware of each participants situation and is
on hand to provide specialist support if needed and to ensure any
incidents are taken away from the group as much as possible.
The Challenge Model 2020 is very individualised. The referral
process provides the opportunity for connections to be made and
assess if a participant will need extra encouragement or support to
walk through the door to the first session. After a few weeks each
participant will have a one-to-one where their hopes are discussed
and bespoke plans, with realistic targets, are agreed to further their
onward ambitions.

Evaluation – Arc Challenge Model 2020

119 people regularly attended

Challenge Outreach sessions.

76% reported improved

mental health.

This is a 4% increase on the previous year.

80% felt less isolated.
A 4% increase on previous year.

‘Best thing is getting me out for 3-4hrs and
the challenge of producing something.’
Participant recently discharged from psychiatric hospital.

‘It’s a very happy group, good friends, can
speak about anything, it’s good for me.’
Outreach participant

‘I like the kind of vibe - no-one leaning over
your shoulder, no pressure, but someone
there to help if you need it.’
Participant Autism group - targeted partnership Outreach

‘The challenge of producing something for
exhibition made me want to keep coming.’
Outreach participant

ll14 Outreach Programmes were delivered
over the year, 12 across Stockport in
different geographic, often deprived, areas
and 2, with partner organisations support,
to targeted groups (autism and carers).
ll11+ participants were enabled to set up
their own self led art group.

‘I am so proud of the art
group, it would have never
begun without the ARC
partnership and it really has
made a fabulous difference. ‘
External Stakeholder

ll50 progressed onto Challenge Centre
programmes.
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‘Outreach has had such
an impact I would be very
worried if that turned out to be
the end of it’

Outline of the Centre Programme

Parent of participant waiting to start the Centre
programme

Group sizes are double that of Outreach, sessions are again 2 hours
weekly but now for 6 months. Participants experience a wide range of
creative activities delivered in 4-6 week blocks by different volunteer
artists. There is a distinct shift from each person working on their own
to collaborative working to encourage interaction and mutual support.
At Arc participants are surrounded by creative work, professional
and non, and are made aware of additional opportunities, other
groups and Arc’s public programme. To broaden their horizons and
demonstrate their own ability to organise social activities each group
is encouraged to engage with other creative places, e.g. visits to a
gallery, theatre workshops.

‘The most important thing is
that if you need help you can
ask the social work student, or
the artist or Emily1.’

Strategic Support

Participant
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The focus of the Centre Programme is on building confidence and
assisting participants to consider options for their futures; the finite
nature of the programme is emphasised.

Impressively, all creative sessions on the Centre Programme are
devised and delivered by volunteers, some recent participants
themselves! Each lead volunteer artist takes on responsibility for
a short course within the programme (around 4 weeks). They are
themselves supported by another volunteer. All groups continue to be
supported by a social work student and being based at Arc’s Centre
means additional support is on hand if needed.

involved in the Centre
programme during the
year.

89% retention rate.
91% reported

2

improved wellbeing

61% reported

improved social
connections3

It’s given me more self confidence - realise
I’ve got self worth, I don’t have to hide away.
Before I was a silent member of my local WI
but now realise I do have skills to share and
have run a felting workshop as part of an
environmental day and done needle felted
suffragettes!
Centre participant

‘They were so shy when they came, it’s great
seeing them now.’
Ex-participant and Volunteer Artist

‘When I come here, when I open the door its
a sigh of relief. My best friend died over the
holiday, when I came here and spoke to two
of the others it really helped.’

ll6 moved into volunteering
ll12 moved into a self-led group
ll3 moved on to other services
ll1 moved into work*

Evaluation – Arc Challenge Model 2020

51 people were

*‘hasn’t left her home for 2
years. Accessed ‘respect for
all’ therapy in the past, but left
after 2 sessions. Therapist
now visits home.’
Professional referrer on participant who started work
part way through the Centre programme.

ll2 moved into further education/training

Centre participant, waiting for counselling for PTSD

‘It’s just overwhelming at home, emotionally
draining and physically exhausting. It’s just
really good to come here, meet people, be
creative and come away from your own life
for a little while.’
Participant - mother of two teenagers with special needs, one of whom is so
challenging they have been refused by 2 special schools.

‘I believe that my physical health has a huge
knock on effect to my mental wellbeing, it’s a
roller-coaster.
But here, somehow, it blurs all that.’
Challenge Centre participant

‘It’s an excellent support
system the art, you can
absorb yourself in it, but
it’s also a link to talking as
well. Just to go in and talk
to somebody is very very
difficult, this makes it easier to
talk, gives you something to
talk about.’
Post programme participant attending Arc public
programme sessions
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Outline of the Post Programme Offer
For some participants Arc itself provides the best fit for their onward personal development with supported volunteering
routes. For a number of others there is a continued need for somewhere safe to go to ensure their progress is maintained
and to give them time to take the next steps. This is provided by a range of different creative wellbeing groups, some
on-going (e.g. choir and creative writing) others short term projects.

Supported volunteering

Creative wellbeing sessions

Participants who are at a stage where they can take
on this challenge are made aware that there are
volunteering opportunities. Volunteering with Arc is quite
formalised, participants are encouraged to recognise
that this is the start of a very different relationship.
A comprehensive range of support materials and
procedures is in place and a formal induction is
undertaken with each prospective volunteer. A role
description is created for each person that clearly
outlines what they will gain in terms of experience and
what they will provide to Arc.

Arc runs a variety of different wellbeing courses,
programmes and sessions in addition to the Challenge
Model. They provide some Challenge Model participants
with strategic support before, between and post
programmes.

llLaughter project
llChoir
llMindful movement

Volunteer roles include:

llReading well - Easter Holiday sessions in local
libraries

llArtist support on Outreach and Centre programmes

llSaturday art clubs

llArtist facilitator on Centre programmes

llChristmas creative sessions

llOffice, cafe & gallery shop
llEvent support at Arc Gallery
llFacilitating Arc’s public engagement work

Volunteer support
A volunteer coordinator supports all of Arc’s volunteers,
including ex-participants. Supervision is provided by
different Arc workers according to volunteer support
needs and their ambitions. Participant volunteers can
need significant support to help them make small
steps towards independence and bolster them in times
of relapse. Progress is monitored regularly and more
formally in an annual review.
Volunteer benefits include access to socials and trips as
well as training opportunities such as:
llEnterprise training, where professional artists develop
volunteers skills and enable them to create a range
of products to be sold at Arc’s Gallery Shop.
llSafeguarding and mental health awareness.
llConfident speaking and using social media as a
promotional tool.
llExhibitions, practical sessions on how to mount,
frame and hang work.
llSkill sharing sessions.
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llCreative writing

Arc’s wider offer
Participants are encouraged to consider accessing Arc’s
public programme of events and creative workshops
which offer skill development and taster sessions in
different creative genres. Arc also provides other more
practical public training sessions including marketing
and social media skills.

Access to continued support
Inevitably the transition point when the Centre
programme ends is often a challenging period.
Participants are aware that although the programmes
have finished they can access support from Arc if they
need to.

‘We’ve been told we can come in, we
can talk to them and everything if we
need to’
Post programme participant attending additional creative
wellbeing sessions

Post programme participant - supported volunteer

‘They are going to try and get something
here for when I finish. Possibly the shop,
I could help out at exhibitions, children’s
things.’*

Around 25% of

Evaluation – Arc Challenge Model 2020

‘I lack experience in what I’m qualified for
- I don’t have a CV that’s bulging with arts
related things - this way I’m starting to build
up that experience.’

Arc’s 60+ volunteers
are post programme
participants

They fulfil different roles and have different
ambitions, but it is clear that volunteering with
Arc is an important part of their lives and how
they view their future.

Challenge Centre participant, *initially a participant on Targeted Outreach
at Stockport Women’s Centre which encouraged her to put on a children’s
puppet show at her church.

‘It’s given me confidence again, to come back
and try doing things again – when you’ve
got the anxiety and depression you drop
things. I’ve got more confidence in myself to
have another go at things, I did do a textile
degree . . . now got the confidence to try to be
creative again.’

‘I’ve just published my 2nd
book for children with autism,
it was Emily’s1 idea she said
she thought there was a gap
in the market.’
Post programme participant

Post programme participant attending Arc public programme sessions
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Case Studies

Names have been changed and some details altered to help maintain
anonymity, the stories remains true.

Participants are very grateful that they have been able to benefit from Challenge Model 2020.
They have shared their stories because they want to help illustrate its importance.

Bobbie
Arc Challenge 2020
llCommunity Outreach participant
llChallenge Centre participant
llPost programme supported volunteer artist facilitator

Bobbie is a single mum in her 40’s. Bobbie had a well paid responsible
job in the public sector where she managed and taught trainee staff. It
was a ‘fulfilling but high pressured job.’ 3 years ago she had a mental
breakdown. After a period of sick leave Bobbie realised that there
was ‘no way could go back to work’ which left her ‘lonely and without
purpose.’
Self harming and considering suicide, Bobbie was referred to Arc by
family services.

Arc’s Challenge Model 2020
When I first joined Outreach I
just cried and cried. I cried for
2 weeks.

Bobbie cried for the first two weeks of the Outreach programme.
Importantly she was able to do this and still feel accepted and able
to continue attending. She struggled with the confidence to try the
sessions creative challenges but a breakthrough came when ‘The
artist said I can do it - I’ve got the creativity in me - more than the
artistry!’ Bobbie realised that she could put behind her the criticisms
of her school teachers, that traditional artistic ability was not relevant
here, that she could, and should, allow herself to be creative.

She said I can do it - I’ve got
the creativity in me - more
than the artistry!

Now Bobbie is a vibrant queen bee of a person leading Centre
programmes sessions at Arc and taking care of the groups of
participants. She has gone from strength to strength, recognising
and putting her abilities and skills to good use - demonstrating the
efficacy of Arc’s Model.

As you see me now, I’m in my
own environment.

They know about people here.
They came and brought me
a food parcel when I didn’t
come in for a couple of weeks.

Find this place is a haven for
me, even come when not due
to do any workshops.
12

By providing training and different volunteering opportunities Arc
has supported Bobbie to be able to take on this role. She has gained
experience and learnt creative techniques by volunteering alongside
professional artists on the Outreach programmes and is one of the
volunteers who undertook Arc’s ‘Enterprise’ training. She is now part
of their ‘Enterprise Group’ producing pieces to sell in the Gallery shop
to support the organisation. She has also been encouraged to create
and sells her own items.

However Bobbie is still a long way from being fully
recovered.
She still has to rest every other day and sees mental health workers
on days she is not in Arc. She cannot drive because of medication and
has ‘melt downs’ when she doesn’t get dressed or leave the house.
None of this seems to make sense when you see Bobbie in Arc, but
she says ‘At Arc it’s different.’
Currently Bobbie doesn’t believe that she will be able to work as she
did before but her confidence is now such that she would like to do
paid workshops at Arc for the public programme.
She is also considering volunteering elsewhere, probably an art group
for older people.

David
David, now in his 40’s, overcame early hardships, worked hard to
build a life for himself only for it all to go wrong. His parents excessive
drinking, violence and abusive behaviour meant his childhood was
difficult. He did well at school and was accepted to go to college
but was parents refused to support him insisting he had to get a
job. Although not what he had hoped for it is clear that David threw
himself into work and is very proud of the practical skills he gained
from different jobs. In fact work became his priority, holding down 2
jobs so that he could afford a home for himself and to look after his
family. ‘I was working really hard, I was a provider, had a vehicle . . . ‘
Things started to go wrong for David when he was in his 30’s. His
partner was unfaithful, unhappy with him working long hours, he felt
unfairly treated at work and his mothers’ health was deteriorating due
to her alcoholism. It was during a traumatic period at his mothers’ that
David hit his partner - and ‘tried to take his own life’. He was sent to
prison, only for a few months, but on release he was without a job,
home or relationship and his mother had died. The life he had tried to
make for himself was completely gone.
Five or so years on David was stagnating, the ambitions and pride
of his youth, had been replaced by drugs, depression, anxiety and
suicidal thoughts with a reducing social circle of family in need and
a few old friends. David was referred to Arc by a Family Worker from
Mosaic (Drug & Alcohol Support).

Arc Challenge 2020
llCommunity Outreach participant
llChallenge Centre participant
llPost programme participant attending
additional creative wellbeing sessions

Beyond Arc
llRegistered with back to work agency and
now volunteering, through them, at Arc
llLooking into setting up own business

‘Right from the start the rules
- language, having respect for
each other - it’s important.’
‘Arc has helped me to realise
all the positive things, stop
take a breath - life is important,
take some time for yourself. I
want to give that back.’

Evaluation – Arc Challenge Model 2020

‘I would sit there and contemplate ways to take myself out of the situation.’

Arc’s Challenge Model 2020
A crucial challenge for David was to believe in his own self worth and
to take care of himself. He recognised that this was essential or he
would be back at square one, the ‘cycle of depression, you can bury it
but it only takes the next big thing to set it off.’ He began by going for
walks, taking photographs, appreciating nature. He was a key member
of his Challenge Centre group, ensuring ‘no-one was left out’ taking
photos and creating a Facebook group. He has made a number of
new friends, some very close that he spends time with outside of Arc.
Meeting a range of new people in the safe environment of Arc
combined with his increased belief in himself has encouraged David
to realise there are other possibilities. David now believes he can
make a different life for himself. He is making changes slowly and
carefully, he does not want to make mistakes as he has before,
but he is very optimistic. He would love to be an artist facilitator
at Arc helping others as he has been helped. In the short term he
wants to get back into paid work and is considering setting up his
own business. To gain experience he has registered with ‘The Work
Company’ and is already volunteering with Arc where he is learning
office skills.

‘We don’t have the glass half full any more - we have the glass brimming over!’
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‘I had plummeted into a world of me without any identity. Hardship with money,
loss of identity, I’ve now found a new me.’

Caroline
Arc Challenge 2020
llCommunity Outreach participant
llChallenge Centre participant
llTargeted Outreach

Caroline’s focus since she was 16 has been ‘work, work, work, work,
work.’ She knew all the time that there was something about her ‘that
was different’ and dealt with this by throwing herself into work - it was
something she felt comfortable with, something she knew she was
good at. This continued until her early 50’s when she had a car crash
resulting in whiplash. Caroline could not work. She was suddenly
without money, (zero hours contract), and without her job she felt she
had no identity.
Around this time she was diagnosed as being autistic.

Beyond Arc
llVolunteers with variety of groups including
co-facilitating club with a disabled group.
llAttends autism group supported by
Stockport Advocacy

‘Job was identity as well as
money.’
‘Just had diagnosis of autism quite a life change.’

‘Pivotal - that joy - opened up
channels in my mind. I hadn’t
felt like that for such a long,
long, time.’

Caroline thought she would be off work for a couple of months at
most. Instead it seems that the enforced time away from the job
allowed suppressed feelings to come out which led to depression
with free flowing anxiety.

Arc’s Challenge Model 2020
When Caroline started Outreach she still had a lot of anxiety and
found it hard to be in a group. She really struggled to engage in
the creative activities because of a fear of not being good enough.
Half way through the Outreach Programme something ‘pivotal’
changed for Caroline, ‘it showed me, that I was playing, I started to
get a different feeling, felt a bit giddy!’ Through this process of ‘play’
Caroline has been able to re-evaluate who she is, that she is autistic
and that she is a creative person.
As onward support after the Challenge Centre programme, Arc
recommended Caroline join Group 48 (local autism group). Being part
of this group has helped Caroline to understand herself better and
she attends regularly.
Caroline is now a confident and engaging person, chatty and
supportive of others. She is clear that she will do paid work again, but
is taking some more time to work out what that should be. Currently
she is volunteering with a variety of groups in the area and is proud
that this includes co-facilitating an art & craft club with a disabled
group.
She is also valuing herself and has signed up for one of the public
courses at Arc, a hard decision because of finances, ‘but I had to
believe I’m worth it.’

‘I was quite broken, through circumstances, this time a couple of years ago. It’s
been a brilliant process attending the courses at Arc. It’s through this that I’ve
been able to start mending myself.’
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Mary

Arc Challenge 2020

It is a testament to Mary’s strength of character and determination
that after breaking her neck, in an accident in her teens, she defied
her prognosis and got back on her feet, returned to being very active,
with water sports and skiing. Now in her early 40’s she is married with
children, describes her home as the hub of her wider family. Until
recently she worked part time supporting children with special needs.

llCommunity Outreach participant

The accident left her with many physical difficulties that affect her life
profoundly; she is an incomplete tetraplegic which means walking is
laborious, she has difficulty articulating her hands and her digestive
system has to be physically helped which takes up many hours every
week.

‘It’s put a great big smile on
my face on the days that I’ve
been here - that’s a definite.’

During her late 30’s Mary doctors told her that things will get worse,
that her extraordinarily active life is detrimental to her future physical
ability. This was devastating news, Mary had created a life for herself
that defied her physical problems only to be told that she must ‘hold
back and save something for the future.’
She became depressed and was actually diagnosed as bipolar.

Arc’s Challenge Model 2020
Mary found out about Arc when one of her children asked to go
to a Saturday Art Club and she saw a flyer about the Challenge
Programme. It was the Arc Centre environment that inspired Mary
to self refer and knowing that she was about to face a very difficult
time. She has had 3 operations over the last two years and being able
to take part in the Challenge programmes has really supported her
through this difficult time. She admits she has been really low, and
sometimes found it hard to come to the sessions but knowing that
she would find enjoyment here helped her to stay positive. She is
surprised by how proud she is of the work she has produced but for
her the main thing has been the enjoyment she gets from the creative
process and from being at Arc.
Mary has had to give up her work supporting children as she says
she is ‘now a danger to them’ because she may unbalance and fall
on a child. She hopes to find a role at Arc that will accommodate her
disability.

llChallenge Centre (joined 2 different groups)
llPost programme participant accessing
other Arc creative wellbeing sessions

‘I kept saying “but I can’t
draw, and I can’t this, and I
can’t that so how am I going
to produce anything?” But I
love what I’ve produced!’
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‘I was first in line for any play at school so it was horrific when I had that
accident - it took it all away.’

‘Definitely going to keep in
touch with Arc. Coming here
means that I can go up that
ladder rather than going down
that ladder... It’s fantastic.’

‘This place, how beautiful it is,
it’s just calming isn’t it?’

‘But I don’t want it to end, I
find that quite hard.’

‘Definite definite yes I would
like to volunteer here but
want them to be aware that
physically sometimes can’t do
anything.’
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Rebecca

Conversations with parents of a participant.

Arc Challenge 2020
llCommunity Outreach participant
llChallenge Centre (current)
llAccessing other Arc creative wellbeing
sessions

‘Once connection came with
Arc, it was like a light switch
went on, she started talking
about what she was doing . . .
that was massive. Before that
it was extremely distressing
when we couldn’t get in touch
with her . . . didn’t know if she
was alive, if she was dead.’
‘When she has been doing the
art, she has sort of stopped
hiding. It’s unlocked her
silence - it’s a lot - her being
able to communicate.’
‘She just needs to be
immersed in art.’

Attentive, softly spoken and ‘extremely bright’, Rebecca was suffering
with serious mental ill-health which she managed to hide until her
mid 20’s. Rebecca had gone to art college, then worked at a couple
of different jobs but always left suddenly without giving any reason.
Living away from her parents, Rebecca became un-contactable,
she totally withdrew even refusing to leave her bed. This brought
things to a head and she was diagnosed with paranoid schizophrenia
& psychosis. Since the diagnosis Rebecca has been under the
care of a psychiatrist and is on medication, but she remained very
unwell and her paranoia meant she struggled to leave the house or
communicate.
Her family felt that they had lost her and were becoming worried that
she might never get well, even that she might take her own life as she
struggled with the ‘conflict going on all the time, conflict inside.’

Arc’s Challenge Model 2020
The Early Intervention Crisis Team referred Rebecca to Arc, after she
failed to engage with other therapeutic activities. When Rebecca
joined the Outreach programme she was very vulnerable, joining the
group was a huge challenge for her. The fact that she engaged with
the programme, attending every week, is due to the concept and
delivery of the Challenge Model. Rebecca is a very artistic individual
and says ‘this is the only thing that clicked.’
The Outreach programme gets individuals to explore different
techniques and through this she has been able to develop her own
way of working. Art is now filling her life, it gives her the drive to get
out of bed to create work and to visit galleries. It also helps her to
manage her illness as she ‘has stopped thinking about herself and
concentrates on the art instead.’
Exhibiting her work in Arc’s gallery spaces was a huge source of pride
for her which was wonderful to witness. The open event meant that
she was able to share this with her family as well as with friends she
had made at the sessions and the large numbers of visitors gave the
exhibition a level of importance.
Rebecca is still very vulnerable and the 2 week period between the
Outreach and Centre programmes was a difficult time for her. She
was supported to keep motivated to leave the house over this gap by
joining Arc’s creative wellbeing sessions at her local library. Now on
the Centre programme she is already at ease with the larger group, (a
friend from her Outreach group has also joined). Being referred to the
Model has really changed Rebecca’s life, giving her a purpose as well
as a way to express her feelings. Her parents believe that her future
is in the field of art that she can make a life for herself there. ‘What
talked about doing is becoming a volunteer and mentor for others.
That would just be fantastic.’

‘She’s got a future now. We have wondered if we are ever going to see her again.’
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Nina

Arc Challenge 2020

Nina is an intelligent and creative woman in her late 50s. Tragically her
life has been devastated by some truly horrific incidents. Educated
to degree level, she says she ‘kind of got by on my cleverness but
couldn’t cope socially.’ She was a support worker in a special needs
school and had a daughter - Chloe - and really enjoyed being a mum
‘She was a very clever, lovely girl, we were very poor but we had lots
of fun.’ When Nina was in her mid 40’s there were some positive life
changes; she met and married a man, moving to Stockport to live with
him, and her daughter started university in Salford.

llCommunity Outreach participant

Then things began to go wrong. A trip back to Crew found her mother
collapsed and unresponsive - it was obvious that she had been there
for many days. She subsequently died in hospital without regaining
consciousness. Then Chloe, became depressed. This was the
beginning of a terrible saga that is still continuing. Chloe dropped out
of University, after being diagnosed with depression she disappeared.
After searching for 3 months Nina found that Chloe had admitted
herself to a psychiatric hospital where they diagnosed schizophrenia
and psychosis. Chloe’s situation has worsened. An horrific accident,
followed by a nearly successful attempt to commit suicide, has left
her with profound disabilities, no longer able to care for herself. This
was happening whilst Nina was on the programmes.

‘I’ve told you all this, only to help Arc.’
Nina’s own life had started to become more difficult after the move
to Stockport. She ended up working in retail which didn’t suit her, she
felt clumsy, struggled with customers and other staff and ended up
being bullied to the point where she was scared to go back. A panic
attack followed which left her too frightened to leave the house on
her own. Recent visits to the doctors have given her diagnoses of
Asperger’s, dyspraxia an underactive thyroid and anxiety. She had no
friends in the area, her mother had died, the only support was from
her husband.

Arc’s Challenge Model 2020
Nina is unclear how she came to Arc, but remembers doing crochet
at a session and is grateful for the help and support of a Social Work
Student. She is clear that she got a lot of benefit from the creative
sessions, that they were an escape for her whilst she had to cope with
the devastating situation with her daughter.
Arc is still very important to Nina, volunteering once a week is the only
time she does anything without her husband. She has friends at Arc,
the only ones in Stockport. She is also a skilled artists and sells work
in the gallery shop. Nina is now donating the money from these sales
to support Arc.

llChallenge Centre participant
llPost programme supported volunteer

Beyond Arc
llAttended autism group a couple of times,
but wasn’t for her

‘The Social Work Student lovely, she was really lovely.
Think it was through her that
came here, from Brinington,
she was somebody who could
empathise and understand
people.’
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‘Life is too long, I feel life is too long but you have to keep going. It’s never
going to get better for my daughter, because she’s so disabled now.’

It’s helpful for my relationship
- it just gives him one little time
once a week on his own.
When go back got something
to talk about otherwise
nothing happens, other than
worrying stuff, its something
different something nice to
talk about.
‘It’s going to go on for many
years with my daughter, and
I think I’m going to need
help myself for many years
because of that.’

‘Yeah, sold things in the gallery. Now donated everything so that Arc can have
the money - think they need it more now. ‘
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What participants said were the
key ingredients:‘to provide even more bespoke
support for participants, focusing
on each individuals aspirations and
strengths, rather than on needs and
dependency.
Arc 2014 Bid

‘Here they treat me like I’m
OK, I’m valued. I’m working on
valuing myself, that I have got
a right to be who I am, to be
around. You know it’s so easy
out there to think what’s the
point, whereas here they give
you that confidence, give me
that feeling that I am worth
something.’
Post programme participant attending additional
creative wellbeing sessions

‘When I’m here they treat you
like you have a lot of worth.
A lot of places treat you like
you’re a poorly person with
the mental health or they
sort of poo poo it, that it’s
something that’s not real
because they can’t see it.’
Post programme participant attending additional
creative wellbeing sessions

‘You can be honest here,
no-one judges you.’
Participant

‘Artist who taught us, was so
encouraging, saw something
fantastic in everybody’s work.’
Post programme participant
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Personalised support, seeing the
potential not the illness
This is at the core of the Arc’s Challenge Model,
(focusing on each persons aspirations and strengths
not needs or dependency).
Early in the Model journey, each participant is encouraged to discuss
their ambitions with a member of the team and to look at what might
to achieve this. Both in this meeting and underpinning the whole
of the journey is a focus on what each person can do, their skills,
recognising and celebrating their achievements. This was identified
as being of great importance by many participants who had become
used to being treated as being in need of help, as being incapable,
even believing themselves to be worthless. Arc’s recognition and
endorsement of what each person has to offer gives people back their
pride. This underpins participants ability to look to and make plans for
their future, gives them the confidence to commit to the challenges
they need to undertake to achieve their ambitions and ultimately
encourages self determination.

Isolation was a big problem for many of the participants, many
struggling to leave the house, and was a big area of concern for
referrers. There are a wide variety of reasons why participants have
become isolated, but even when not a primary cause it is usually
exacerbated by their mental ill health (anxiety, paranoia, depression)
causing withdrawal from society.
The Challenge Model is proving very effective at reducing isolation,
friendships are forming, groups coming together, participants are able
to leave the house to engage with others and find new interests.

Participants identified a range of things which helped
to reduce isolation:
llAn atmosphere of safety and respect in all sessions.
llIndividual support and encouragement to come to sessions.
llThe creative activities provide safe topics of conversation and
common experiences.
llParticipants had something interesting to talk about outside of
sessions, supporting other relationships.
llSmall groups were important for new participants.
llOutreach groups moving together helped many to overcome the
challenge to transfer to the Centre programme and be confident
within the larger group.
llEncouraging participants to help each other, within groups, to get
to sessions, visiting a gallery.
llArc Centre venue - being a safe welcoming and a creative space.
llArc’s additional creative programme provides opportunities to
meet people with similar interests and further support to people
who need it.
llVolunteering provide opportunities to build friendships with other
volunteers as well as the role itself providing interactions.

Personalised support, professional
and accessible when needed
Personalised support is absolutely key to participants having
successful outcomes, to reach their potential. A dialogue is opened
up half way through the Outreach Programme ‘it really helps us,
enables us to tailor what we are doing to best support individuals
through the process.’ Internal Stakeholder . Although the emphasis is
rightly on potential, participants need support to recover from their
mental ill health and often to deal with practical problems before they
can have the capacity to move forward with their lives.
The importance to participants of accessible professional support was
very high. Survey respondents4 gave it’s importance as 93/100 the
case studies also demonstrate this.

‘Being in a group has been
really important - I struggle
being around people, so being
in this group, Offerton group,
really helped.’
Post programme participant attending additional
creative wellbeing sessions

‘She’s been so isolated,
seeing her interacting and not
running away . . .’
Parents of participant

‘I would just be watching
daytime TV on my own if I
couldn’t come here’
Post programme participant attending additional
creative wellbeing sessions

‘The most important thing is
this is a safe place to come
I’ve found is that you can
have that 2 hours to shut
everything else out.’
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Reducing isolation

Participant

‘Before Arc I would see
possibly 5 people a week - now
it’s loads. That’s good!’
Post programme supported volunteer

‘Doctors, they always put me
on antidepressants which
don’t agree with me, make me
more and more think of death.
Here I can talk to someone
when things get bad.’
Participant

‘That I do not need to suffer
with my problems alone’
Participant
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‘I learned self worth and
value, that I deserve a place
in society and I can improve
my health through expressing
things with art.’
Former-participant

‘It’s the challenge of
producing something’
Outreach participant - recent in-patient mental
health unit

‘Working with professional
artists challenging - a
challenge that was worth
overcoming.’
Supported volunteer at Arc, and volunteer at partner
organisation leading creative workshops
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Well over half of participants received professional help to sort out
a personal problem5 and, over half of these, needed help with more
than one issue. It is clear that this is hugely important for participants
progress to recovery, sustaining them emotionally at points of
crisis, supporting them to access additional specialist help where
appropriate and to sort out different issues on a practical level when
they are too poorly to do so for themselves.
It is clear from visiting sessions and talking to participants that there
is a level of support needed throughout the journey. This can be as
simple as meeting a participant outside a venue so they don’t have
to walk in alone, but at the other end of the scale it means that there
is someone with the correct skills on hand when significant support
is required. Bearing in mind the complexity and high level of need of
the people being referred, including people who have recently been
detained under the mental health act, this is highly likely and why the
higher ratio of professional and experienced support on Outreach is
essential
There is less frequency of need for crisis intervention as participants
move forward on their journey through the Model and support
is usually more geared to overcoming problems and devising
mechanisms for longer term coping strategies. Just knowing that
support is available if needed encourages people to try new things,
to take the steps to build on their recovery, their ambitions. Post
programme this was often key, just knowing help was there if needed.

Many participants were initially intimidated by the thought of ‘putting
pencil to paper’, This was quickly dispelled by the artists on the
Outreach sessions where participants were presented with different
techniques and helped to understand that it’s about the process and
not the outcome. This has been of great importance to participants for
a wide range of reasons, including to
ll‘share what is going on in head’
ll‘play’ and explore their own feelings
llfind their own way of creating art,
ll‘get it out, get the feelings out’
ll‘use art - it’s so good for well-being and mental health.’

The design of the Model
Because of the very individualised nature of the Model, and of course
the fact that no participant is the same, the key ingredients that had
the most impact varied considerably. What was important to one, was
less so to another. These are some that were repeatedly mentioned:

Arc Centre & Arc’s wider
offer
llMany participants felt both inspired and
safe at Arc’s Centre.

llThe public programme was a way to
increase and expand the skill base of those
wishing to become more creative and / or
pursue a career in the arts.

ll Participants were encouraged by seeing
that there are different possibilities for their
futures; volunteering, creative makers, artists
etc.

llThe gallery shop provided a real
opportunity to sell work.

llThe Arc Centre and wider offer provide
additional volunteering opportunities - event
support, admin experience, day to day running
of public spaces.

llRespect and a safe environment which underpins all the sessions.
llSmall Outreach groups. Many of the participants said that the size
of the Outreach groups meant they felt less intimidated making it
easier for them to engage with the programme, to make friends or at
least become familiar with people.
The friendships formed here also made a significant difference to
people being able to move onto the larger Centre programme.

‘Arc makes a lasting commitment
to each individual’s recovery (not
just signposting them onwards at
each stage).
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The creative process

Arc Stage 2 Bid

llCelebrating their achievement with an exhibition.
llTrying different techniques and art forms.
llRegular weekly sessions.
llPeer inspiration - if they can do it so can I!
llThe wide range of different creative sessions - something for
everyone.

llFor those wanting to run creative sessions themselves to
opportunity to learn from professional artists was important.

llLasting commitment - the Post Programme Offer, including
continued access to support was very important to many participants.
For some this is the only social interaction in their lives.

llPost programme volunteering was of huge importance, for some it
is seen as a safe stepping stone to a new life.

‘The exhibition, the open day was best thing.’
Participant - Outreach

‘It’s getting you up in a morning, getting you
here, having that regularity is important.’
Post programme participant attending Arc public programme sessions

‘It’s opened my life up, helped
to re-ignite interest in art
and creativity - I want to do
something practical about it.’
Post programme participant - supported volunteer

‘I’ve published a mindful
colouring book through Arc.’
Post programme participant

‘I’m now looking for jobs within
art sector.’
Post programme participant - supported volunteer,
previous art worker who has been ‘trapped in
subsistence level jobs’ and suffering from depression
for decades.
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Adapting to overcome challenges
Arc’s Challenge Model 2020 has been running for 3 years. The reality of today is not what was envisioned when the bid
was developed. Three areas have created significant challenges for the delivery of the Model. Arc’s has responded
positively to each, accepting the challenge, and developing positive and innovative changes.
llThe Model was designed to work with people with a spectrum of mental ill health, instead it is attracting predominantly
referrals for participants with serious mental illness.
llCommunity based Outreach has been affected by reduction in other services.
llArc’s anticipated large centrally based arts centre, was withdrawn when the continued cuts to local government
funding meant that council priorities had to change.

Reasons referrers use Arc:
ll‘they are a safe place to send my clients’
ll‘There is nothing like ARC in Stockport,
there is nowhere else like it for people with
mental health problems.’

ll‘A trusted service’
ll‘The people I refer to Arc are isolated, long
term Mental Health issues, unable to move
on from their current situation which they are
unhappy with.’

ll‘In a time when services are being cut this is
so valuable in supporting my work.’

ll‘Arc is a very good service with great
outcomes for people.’

ll‘I have been working with one lady for

Majority of participants with
complex and serious ill health
The design of Challenge Model 2020 assumed that fewer participants
with a high level of need would be referred than has proven to be
the case. This is no doubt due to a combination of reducing services
elsewhere and the fact that Arc is now being recognised as a suitable
option for the referral of people in more severe need. The majority
of participants have a complex mix of predominantly serious health
problems, many joining after a recent acute episode. Looking at one
group going through the Model (13 people) revealed that
ll23% had recently spent time as a psychiatric in-patient and
another was at risk of being detained under the MHA.
ll70% had a safety issue, mainly around self harm and suicide.
ll31% had a psychiatrist involved in their treatment.
llAll but one was on prescribed medication.

months and months. She hardly left the house.
I accompanied her to the Outreach sessions
and her confidence has rocketed. She has
now signed up for other courses, started
volunteering and is moving nearer and nearer
to employment all with the help from ARC.’

Mental health diagnoses were usually a combination e.g. ‘paranoia,
psychosis, schizophrenia’, ‘ depression/anxiety, PTSD, ASD’,
‘depression, anxiety, agoraphobia, social anxiety’, ‘depressed, bipolar’.
At the same time nearly half were affected by serious chronic physical
health problems and disabilities.

‘At the minute got very little
interest in life.... this helps me’

Arc have responded to this challenge by -

Participant - recent in-patient mental health unit

The Centre programme initially incorporated sessions on skills for
employment. Arc recognised that because referred participants
are at an earlier stage on their journey to recovery this would be
inappropriate and most likely detrimental at this stage of their journey.

lladapting the Centre programme content to allow more time for
recovery.
lladapting the post programme offer to provide more personalised
and a much higher level of support.
lldeveloping the post programme offer to include the skills for work
training initially within the Centre programme.
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Post programme volunteer pathways have
had to be re-considered as the offer of a
large multi space town centre location was
withdrawn. The Challenge Model 2020 bid
was based on Arc taking over a strategic busy
central site which was to be the cornerstone of
the then proposed regeneration of Stockport’s
marketplace area. It was expected to become
a significant part of the cultural offer of the
town.

Fewer self referrals to Community
Outreach
The community based offer has been affected by a diminished profile
on the ground as other services and joint projects (arts festivals) have
disappeared, due to funding cuts. This has meant fewer participants
self referring directly from the community.
This has affected the delivery of the Model by
lla reduction in participants with moderate mental ill health
problems - people who would more quickly be able take on
training aimed at gaining practical skills for employment
llfewer people self referring to community Outreach groups has
caused logistical difficulties.

This large scale development would have
delivered varied opportunities; supporting
emerging artists and crafts people and would
have provided large numbers of volunteering
opportunities, where participants leaving
the programmes at Arc Centre could gain
experience in a safe but very public facing
environment.

Arc have responded to this
challenge by:-
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Withdrawal of
additional Art Centre

lltransforming it’s own base into a much
more public space with a gallery, gallery
shop and cafe
lldeveloping a public creative programme at
it’s centre.
llcreating large scale public engagements
across the north west.
lltraining a core team of producer volunteers
to create stock for the gallery shop.

Arc have responded to this challenge by:-

llincreasing visitors to their monthly family
friendly days.

llPromoting self referrals from the wider Stockport community.
People are finding information about the Model when visiting Arc’s
gallery and cafe, public events and engagement work is starting to
bring people into the programme. (3 of 13 on one programme).

llTogether these provide a wide range of
additional volunteering roles which can
support people to pursue their ambitions.

llArc’s project at Stepping Hill Hospital’s Mental Health Units is
promoting the programme to patients with acute mental health
needs. When patients leave hospital the Model is providing
support at a point when they are often very vulnerable.
llThe model has encouraged an increase in partner working and
referral amongst service providers in the geographical area,
thereby providing the most appropriate help to those in need and
helping to allocate resources most beneficially.
The logistics of organising community based Outreach programmes
is still proving problematic.

It’s nice to have an aim and
a reason to do things, put
money in holiday fund’
Post programme participant talking about selling
things through the gallery shop
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Suggestions for
improvements:Part of the evaluations role was to see what might be improved for
participants in the subsequent years of the project and so it was a
question which was asked of all those who were consulted.
Overwhelmingly participants were very happy with the project and
were grateful that they had been able to benefit from it. The majority
of their suggestions were to try and make things that little bit better
for future participants.
No major problems were identified with the design of either the
Outreach or Centre programmes but capacity post programme was
the area that was most commonly raised, and is likely to be one which
could have the most impact going forward.

Capacity post programme
Many participants nearing the end of the Centre programme were
concerned about what they could do next, where they could go. Many
wanted to become volunteers, both to support Arc and to use and
share skills that they have.

Continuity of support
The transience of Social Work Students on placement at Arc means
that there is a lack of continuity for participants and for the recording
of their progress. Each new student has to ‘learn the ropes’ and of
course some students are more able / experienced than others.

Communication
Both participants and partners asked for more information about the
programmes. Specifically they wanted to know what the roles of the
different support workers were, for participants they would like this
information before attending the first session. Participants requested a
printed itinerary of what they would be doing each week.
Volunteers and artists on Outreach sessions reported that they can
feel a bit isolated and ‘out of the loop’.

Range of creative sessions
Some participants felt they had missed out on creative opportunities
other groups had received - pottery in particular was an area that
people were keen to do.
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Conclusions & Recommendations
It is very clear from talking with participants and
by observing groups at different points on their
journey through the Challenge Model 2020 that it
is having a significant positive effect, for many it is
transformative. Participants are very grateful that they
have been able to benefit from the Challenge Model
2020 and recommend that funders are made aware
of this.
The work is highly valued by referrers who have witnessed the
changes it can bring about. This confidence, and a lack of other
available support, has lead to a higher than anticipated number of
referrals being for people with serious mental ill-health and complex
needs. These are people who are much earlier on their journey to
recovery, they need more support to achieve sustainable improved
wellbeing, to become more resilient. Arc has successfully adapted
the Model programmes, moving some aspects to a later stage, where
it will best assist their recovery, ambitions and, when appropriate,
economic independence.

Arc’s well considered design of the Challenge Model
2020 ensures it successfully takes participants
through a transitional programme, including
supported onward routes.
The withdrawal of support for the Marketplace art centre has
inevitably reduced the number of volunteering and paid employment
roles anticipated and included in the bid. Arc has begun to overcome
this reduction in progression routes by re-inventing of it’s original base
in the north of the borough. This is now a much more public facing
place, refurbished and rebranded with a gallery and cafe and a varied
programme of open events, exhibitions, courses and workshops. The
delivery of the Challenge Model 2020 is further supported by Arc’s
other creative wellbeing projects and by it’s public social engagement
work.
Arc have successfully harnessed these developments to establish a
comprehensive post programme offer, providing 2 areas of on-going
support; a variety of wellbeing groups and their highly personalised
supported volunteer offer which is filled with a variety of opportunities
especially for those wishing to find a role for themselves in a creative
field. Both post programme aspects are highly effective at maintaining
participants level of recovery whilst encouraging and enabling them
to take the next steps. It is already proving to be highly inspirational
and participants are beginning to achieve success. Therefore Arc
may want to consider ways of accelerating the increase in supported
volunteering which could itself underpin an increase in wellbeing
groups offered as well as providing support for the delivery of
Outreach and Centre programmes.

‘I actually don’t think there is
anything else they could do to
make things better, they are
really good at ringing you up
“are you coming” really good
at ringing you up if you don’t
come “are you OK?”’
Centre participant

I don’t mind people knowing
my story because it just
shows what things people
have to go through, and
how a place like this is
good and helpful.
Participant

‘Because it happened so
quickly, 2-3 weeks, that
made a difference. Some
sort of closure and natural
progression.’
Ex-participant talking about the transition from
Outreach to Centre programmes.

Good to help people,
especially people who are
struggling who have problems.
I’m just glad I can help
people.
Post participant - supported volunteer
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‘Got good set of volunteers.
Different niches for people.
Can turn to other volunteers
for help, e.g. with IT.’

Participants were overwhelmingly happy with the project but did
suggest that more printed information could make things a little
clearer for future participants. They also requested that pottery
be included in all Centre programmes. Arc should consider these
suggestions.

Post programme participant - supported volunteer

Targeted Outreach, working with partner organisations, is working
very well to access hard to reach vulnerable groups and is making
best use of resources. Whilst there is still a role for reaching into
geographically disadvantaged neighbourhoods, it seems likely that
more people can be helped by this targeted partnership approach. As
this is complimented by an increase in self referrals from the broader
Stockport community, (because of the higher profile and accessibility
of the Model via Arc’s public interactions), Arc may want to consider
redirecting the focus of Outreach towards more partner linked groups.
Additionally Arc may want to give thought to using resources freed up
by this approach to provide increased communication channels with
Outreach partners and workers/volunteers.

‘Maybe afterwards a monthly
catch up, with the group so we
can catch up.
Post programme participant attending additional
creative wellbeing sessions

‘I saw about Arc via social
media - just thought it was a
craft place where could buy
things - must have been fate
that we came here.’
Centre participant

I would like to be useful, get
a job, but it’s hard to think
how that might manifest
itself. Eldest son cannot
be left alone - he has to be
supervised.
Centre participant

‘Couldn’t get her out of
the house, couldn’t even
get her up and dressed the difference is amazing.
She is now doing a class
elsewhere and volunteers
at a church cafe which
we hope will eventually
lead to employment.’
Parents of participant.
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Arc has developed their own computer based system to monitor
participant progress in a way that is meaningful and accessible.
Successfully tested on Outreach it is now being used for the Centre
programmes. Arc should consider if this monitoring process can
span participants progress throughout the Model, including it’s post
programme offer and additional information about onward routes.
Personalised additional support was both key and very highly valued
by participants. However this evaluation found that lack of continuity
and monitoring of support was of concern to some. Arc may want to
consider dedicating a permanent member of the team to this role
(rather than a Social Work Student on placement) to ensure this key
element is maintained to their best ability.
Although there is anecdotal evidence that former participants go onto
economic independence this is proving difficult and time consuming
to capture more formally. Arc could consider more embedded /
creative approaches such as inviting ex-participants to the final
exhibition of a later Outreach cohort and/or requesting regular
referrer satisfaction feedback.

Overall the Challenge Model 2020 is working very
well. Adaptations over the 3 years, combined with
clever use of resources, including Arc’s wider offer
and partner links, provide the potential for even more
success in future years. Arc should consider how the
suggestions and recommendations identified by this
report can be best developed and implemented to
help to deliver on this potential.

llBIG Lottery

llThe University of Salford

llStockport Clinical Commissioning
Group

llChester University
llStockport Advocacy

llStockport Metropolitan Borough
Council

llRefugee Action

llHenry Smith Charity

llThe Women’s Centre

llYouth Music

llStockport Signpost for Carers

llEsmée Fairbairn Foundation
llGarfield Weston Foundation
llChildren in Need
llEquity Foundation
llArts Council England
llManchester Guardian Society
Charitable Trust

llThe Wellspring
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Arc acknowledges the crucial support from
a number of funders and partners:
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A massive thanks to
everyone who gave their
time and thoughts to
this evaluation.
In particular my thanks to the participants for
their time and generous openness, sharing
personal information so that the need for and
benefit of the project can be assessed.
To all the Arc team and internal stakeholders
who took the time to answer questions giving
unique insights into the project.
To all the stakeholders who shared their hopes
for and their assessment of the Project.

Methodology
This report is based on independent research gathered and collated
between January and May 2018. The focus of the evaluation has
been on gathering qualitative information, participants first hand
accounts of their experience of Arc’s Challenge Model 2020. This has
been supplemented by questionnaires, a focus group, photographic
documentation and attendance at workshops noting conversations
and observing groups at they progress through the different stages in
the programme.

Sources of information
The views of over 60 people have been collected to inform this
evaluation; 54 people have been spoken with on a one to one basis,
others have contributed via online questionnaires and with a
focus group.

Project participants:

A Ginger Birds Report:
Andrea Fanchette BA(Hons)
email: andreafanchette@me.com
graphics@andreadesigns.co.uk
mobile: 07742 587 215		
© Andrea Fanchette 2018 E&OE

34 participants were interviewed. The majority of these interviews
were informal / semi structured conversations often during or just
prior to an Arc workshop.
In depth views of 9 participants were collected by the use of
unstructured interviewing techniques which encouraged more open
discussions and allowed time for participants to give an insight into
their lives and explore how the project was affecting them - if and
how it was helping them to recover. These 9 were 4 Challenge Centre
participants and 5 post programme supported volunteers or those
currently accessing Arc’s other wellbeing workshops and/or public
programme.
16 former and current participants completed an on-line survey.
8 people took part in a focus group, arranged by a partner
organisation.

Project Stakeholders:
14 internal stakeholders supported the evaluation. This includes
conversations and more in depth semi structured interviews with
programme artists, Social Work students, volunteers artists and
facilitators as well as the project coordinators / management team.
13 external stakeholders supported the evaluation. This includes 7
referrers via an online survey and conversations and more in depth
semi structured interviews with parents of participants and partner
organisations.
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Glossary

Notes

llArc, Art for Recovery in the Community

1. Emily is the Centre Programme Coordinator.

llChallenge Centre programme/ Centre programme : usually
the 2nd stage of the Model, based at Arc’s Centre in the north of
Stockport.
llThe Model : Challenge Model 2020
llOutreach programme : engagement based in venues across
Stockport, usually the entry point onto the Model.

2. 57 people were referred to the Centre programme, 51
people were involved. Data from Arc’s monitoring.
3. Data from Arc’s outcome monitoring.
4. Evaluation online survey, 16 completed responses.
5. Based on recorded data of one Challenge Centre cohort,
66%, supported by an online survey response of 69%, 11 of
16 respondents.

llPost programme offer : any activity or support, (including
supported volunteering roles), provided by Arc which forms part of
the Model.
llParticipant : beneficiary of any area of the Model.
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Arc Centre & Gallery
Unit 33m Vauxhall Industrial Estate,
Greg Street, Reddish,
Stockport, SK5 7BR.

t: 0161 480 7731
e: info@arc-centre.org
www.Arc-Centre.org
facebook.com/ArcCentre
@ArcStockport
@ArcCentre

Arts for Recovery in the Community is a registered charity and a limited company.
Charity No. 1107607 Company No. 5288784. Registered Address as above
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